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Have a look at what’s new, and also 
details on the new bounty board! 

See page Page 3
 

Learn about Beltane and its traditions 

in this article 

Have a look at Page 5 

 

Make a candle in the style of a 

Maypole for Beltane 

Get cracking on Page 6. 

 

…

The wonderful Muldar speaks to us – 

learn more about him on Page 7! 

 

Use your Beacon of Destiny and predict 

your future with OTM’s graphic! 

Interested? Head over to  Page 10.

 

…

Cover image by Giovanni 

http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=654&sid=5c74d2c24cc7e0300aad98f12f9e288d
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It’s official – Beltane is here! 

With new fashion, new mounts and new bosses, 
what’s not to love? Some highlights: 

 Bosses (level 60-210) which drop brand 
new loot. Bosses now have some new 
mechanics too! What’s more, drops from 
this event can also be used with Beltane 
2014 drops. 

 New enemies across Dal Riata that have 
a chance of dropping coins, beacons of 
destiny, and maybe even a horse mount! 

 Quests for weapons and masks. 
 Luxury items. 
 Lustrous mystery chests – take your 

chance at obtaining mounts, fashion and 
of course gold and platinum! 

Need some help with the event? Bitey has made 
a great guide: see it here. 

 

 

Muldar has recently joined the forums as the 
community liaison, bridging the gap between 
the players and the developers. He’s doing an 
amazing job so far – say hello here. 

  

They’re here – providing a new way to get 
gold and experience, you’ll be hooked in no 
time! You could also win some special bounty 
bags. You can complete 2 per day, but can up 
that number to 6 using Bounty Pledges. One 
way to get them is from Robert the Bruised’s 
quest – find him next to the Bounty Board.  
There are other ways too, like from the 
platinum store or from mystery chests. There 
are three types of bounty: 

 Standard bounties – these are relatively 
easy to complete, giving you either 
below or on-average gold and XP. 

 Elite bounties – these provide above 
average gold and XP, as well as a 
possible bounty bag (which can drop 
platinum items or bounty fashion). 

 Seasonal bounties – rare bounties that 
give you gold, XP and a seasonal 
bounty bag (which can drop mounts, 
seasonal fashion and other seasonal 
items!). 

So, what are you waiting for? Log on now to 
get started! 

 

It’s the final floor of Gelebron’s Tower…if you 
think you’re ready to face the perils of 
Gelebron, then this beta test is for you! 

You need to be at least level 200, be able to 
access Gelebron’s Tower, and have an iOS 8-
capable device. 

So, if you want to be the first to experience this 
all-new floor, see this post! 

 

http://www.celticheroes.info/2015/08/beltane-2015-event-guide.html
http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=76515
http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=3&t=77444
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With the recent Beta Test, One Thumb Mobile held a competition for the best 
screenshots of Beltane. Well done to Ir0nClad and Bitey for their awesome images being 
chosen as the winning shots, but we thought we’d feature some other cool ones on here. 
So, we have scattered a few of our favourites across this magazine – see if you spot 
yours while reading! 

The winning shots in full, winning the creators 5 Summer Chests each… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ir0nClad unleashes the power of the capes 

Bitey's trusty steed greeting a Morcas Dryad 

http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=16738&sid=8de7e9ac93e8bf28011e065235db985e
http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1338&sid=8de7e9ac93e8bf28011e065235db985e
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eltane, also known as the Gaelic May 

Day festival, is commonly held on May 

1st, or midway between the spring equinox 

and summer solstice. In Irish Mythology, it 

marked the beginning of summer, when 

cattle were driven out to their summer 

pastures. To encourage a prosperous 

summer, rituals were performed such as 

bonfires (for their protective flames, smoke 

and ashes). This Beltane bonfire would be 

symbolic of protection, so all flames would 

be relit with the fire from this bonfire. 

Druids were often the ones to light these 

fires, and people would often walk around it with their cattle. As well as fire, dew was 

seen to bring beauty and youthfulness; and yellow May flowers were worn and served as 

decoration. These could include primrose, rowan, hazel and march marigold. 

Feasts are often prepared at the bonfire, often featuring lamb (which used to be 

sacrificed). In addition to this, an oatmeal cake called the Beltane bannock would be made: 

some is offered to the spirits to protect livestock, and some to the animals that might 

harm their livestock (e.g. foxes and eagles). 

So, if you want to celebrate Beltane yourself, you could decorate your house with yellow 

flowers, and maybe even light a bonfire yourself (make sure you take safety measures, 

though!). You could also attend various Beltane events, such as the Beltane Fire Festival, 

which still runs today every year on the 30th of April at Edinburgh’s Calton Hill. 

 

Written by Voldemort  

 

 

A Beltane Bonfire with a ritual dancer. 

"Edinburgh Beltane Fire Festival 2012 - Bonfire" by Stefan Schäfer, Lich - Own 
work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Commons - 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Edinburgh_Beltane_Fire_Festival_2012
_-_Bonfire.JPG#/media/File:Edinburgh_Beltane_Fire_F 

http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=623
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Welcome in Beltane with a candle decorated as a maypole. This colourful ornament would 

look great on a mantelpiece or possibly to lighten up your desk (literally!). 

 

1. Cut lengths of ribbon around 18 inches 

each. 
2. Tie a gold craft bell to each end of the 

ribbon (a toothpick can help with the 

process) 

3. Tie the ribbons, starting ¾ of the way 

down the candle. 

4. Knot 3 times (but don’t tie bows) – you need lots of length on the ribbons. 

5. Tie as many as you like up the candle, leaving ¼ of the candle bare. 

6. Place the candle on your stand, so the ribbons drape down. 

7. Swirl the bundle of ribbon so they face East, ready to greet the dawn. 

8. Light the candle on the day of Beltane!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By Barbara Morris 
 

 

Makes 1 candle 
You will need… 

10-20 Gold craft bells 

5-10 Pastel-coloured ribbons 

1 Tall pillar candle 

1 Candle holder/stand (6-
8 inches tall) 
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As you probably already know, Muldar is the newest person to join the team, and boy are 
we glad to see him! You want to know more about him, do I hear you cry? Well, look no 
further; we got this… 

What is your role at One Thumb Mobile? 

I am Community Liaison at OTM, I guess you could say I am a link between the 
players and the team  I post on the forums letting heroes know what's happening at 
OTM and help with any problems they might have playing the game. Another part of 
my role is to relay feedback to the team about issues players have raised whether this 
be bugs or general gameplay suggestions. 

  

How did you find out about One Thumb Mobile and Celtic Heroes? 

Another familiar face you may have seen on the forums Goron. We are actually 
friends since school who informed me there may be a community position opening at 
OTM and through some amount of amazing luck and good fortune I got the job 
and now I won't stop thanking him for it haha. 

 

Did you do anything before joining the team? 

I've done quite a bit haha I've been in University and College studying computing and 
design. I've been a freelance photographer and graphic designers and worked with a 
number of indie brands. I've had the misfortune of working a dull retail job and I've 
ran and administrated massive game servers for a variety of games (I've even played 
with Seananners if anyone knows who that is ). 

 

What do you like most about your job? 

Cliché answer but it's true. The community You are a rowdy bunch but you are all 
very passionate and through the game I've met some great people and love being 
here. That's why you'll sign on some nights and weekends and wonder why is Muldar 
posting at 2am? Because I love being here Work a job you love and you'll never 
work a day in your life haha. 

 

 

 

 

http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=18396
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What’s the biggest goal you’d like to achieve? 

To one day own a house or a flat . Decorate it as I see fit haha A space to call my 
own . 

 

What are you most proud of? 

Getting the job here . It may not sound a lot to you people out there with really 
cool jobs doing rich people things but to me this is prefect haha. If you are working a 
dull retail job and you are thinking to yourself ‘what if I'm stuck here?’, all you need 
is to put yourself out there and take one chance. Do something you love because 
everyone deserves a chance to . I now have a little nice flat and do something 
everyday I enjoy - all you need is one chance. 

 

Do you have any pet hates? 

People talking with a mouthful of food  
 

Tell us something interesting about yourself. 

I can cycle 100 miles and not even break a sweat . I am a machine when it comes 
to cycling. 

 

What's your favourite colour? Food? Animal? 

Green! Pizza! Red Pandas! 
 

If you had to choose one place in the world you'd like to visit, where would it be and why? 

Canada . I have an adventure fund started so I can visit there one day. Lakes, 
snow, forests, hiking and camping - what's not to love haha? Plus, all the Canadians 
I've met have been super nice . 

 

What genre of music do you like most? What song in particular? 

Indie rock I guess you could say? For one song I would say Johnny Foreigner - Eyes 
Wide Terrified. I've met the band nice 2 times now . 

 

If you weren't working at OTM, what would be the one job you'd most like to do? 

Astronaut 100% I know it kind of sounds like a kids reply but I always wanted to be 
one haha looking at earth and the stars. 
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Do you have any advice for us Heroes? 

Never give up . Study hard and find a job you love. If things seem bleak at the 
moment do something about it . Be healthy and enjoy life. 

 

Finally...if you had one superpower, what would it be and why? 

The power of flight , because what's cooler than flying in the clouds haha? 
 

Thanks, Muldar - you’ve given us some 
inspiring advice too!  

Muldar’s doing a fantastic job so far. He’s 
really dedicated to his job and has a great 
forum presence, and we wish him all the best! 

In the next issue, we will be interviewing 
another person and get to know them a bit 
better, so stay tuned! 

To leave you, here’s a meme in light of Muldar’s answers, although he probably doesn’t feel 
like that at OTM! 
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One Thumb Mobile have recently created 
a horoscope-style fortune teller for the 
introduction of Beltane! 

If you’re wondering how to know which 
rune you fit into, simply activate your 
Beacon of Destiny in-game. They can be 
obtained as uncommon drops from Morcas 
creatures scattered around Dal Riata. 

If you’ve already viewed your destiny, do 
you think it describes you well? Have a 
look at the list and see if you think one 
suits you even better! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

This person got Gubrath! 
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                                                                                                                 Celtic Crossword 

Across 

3. This type of Bounty gives above average XP and gold (hint: the 
word's not seasonal!) 

6. What Morcas creature can be found roaming around the 
Otherworld? 

7. A Beltane ritual is to light candles and any other fires from the 
Beltane _______ 

8. The first name of the NPC that offers a quest for Bounty 
Pledges 

9. The new floor of Gelebron's Tower will be called the Arcane 
_______ 

1. What name is given to the 
Beltane mystery chests this 
year? 

2. Muldar is One Thumb 
Mobile's new Community 
_______ 

4. The name of one of the 
Beltane bosses 

5. The name of the staff 
weapon that one of the 
Beltane quests gives as a 
reward 

Answers in the next issue! 

 

On a computer? You can 
click the pencil icon at the 
bottom of the screen to 
draw on this! 

 



 

|
 

  

’

How well did you do? 
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This issue’s user of the month is  

Plus3 

Plus3 joined the forums back in 2013, and has been is an active user. They 

often provide their opinion in a clear and mature way, and encourage 

discussion too! 

Be sure to read the next issue to see if you’re User of the Month! 

 

 

 

 

http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=7594
http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=7594
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Want to write an article in next month’s 

magazine? We would love to hear from you! It 

can be anything related to Celtic Heroes that 

would be great in a magazine. Here are some 

ideas to get you started, but this definitely isn’t 

the full list: 

 A news article 

 Celtic horoscopes/Personality quiz 

 A fan-made drawing or image 

 A guide about the game 

 Fun articles 

 Celtic comics 

 Anything else!  

If you want to get involved, contact Voldemort 

via private message on the forums. I look 

forward to hearing your ideas! 

We would also love to hear nominations for User 

of the Month – send us the forum username and 

a reason why they should be chosen. 

 

Like something? Dislike something? Want to 

see something new?  

Let Voldemort know via private message on 

the forums or on the dedicated thread!  

From your feedback, here is a list of the 

changes made since the last issue: 

 We’ve corrected a couple of typos – 

sorry! 

http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/ucp.php?i=pm&mode=compose&u=623
http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=61554
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Date of Publication 

09th September 2015

Designed and Edited by Voldemort 

 

All information included in this magazine is accurate at the date of publication. 

This is a free-to-read magazine and should not be distributed for a cost without the permission of Voldemort of Celtic 

Heroes. Ordering physical copies of this magazine may incur a cost. This magazine is fan-made and is not endorsed nor 

affiliated with One Thumb Mobile Ltd.  

All images, designs and content, unless stated otherwise, belong to One Thumb Mobile Ltd. Permission has been sought 

for any other third party material. 

http://celtic-heroes.com/forum/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=623
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